The system's unique interconnecting scheme creates appropriate connections between the SIP components and/or subsystems.

Methods, systems, and devices for enabling the use of SIP subsystems to make a configurable system with desired characteristics and features are provided. A configurable system's unique interconnecting scheme creates appropriate connections between the SIP components and/or subsystems.
IMPROVED SYSTEM USING SYSTEM IN PACKAGE COMPONENTS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[001] This disclosure relates to a System-In-Package ("SIP") substrate and programmable systems made from electrical components using those substrates.

BACKGROUND

[002] System-In-Package ("SIP") devices are currently used in the semiconductor industry to assemble multiple integrated circuits, other devices and passive components in one package. Similarly, System-on-a-Chip ("SoC") refers to a device also currently used in the semiconductor industry that incorporates different functional circuit blocks on a single monolithic block of silicon to form one system circuit. SIPs are attractive because they allow miniaturization of microelectronic systems from a printed circuit board tens of square cm in size to a single package, typically approximately 5 square cm or less. SIPs enable integration of devices with diverse device fabrication technologies such as digital, analog, memories and other devices and components such as discrete circuits, devices, sensors, power management and other SIPs that are otherwise impossible or impractical to integrate in a single silicon circuit like an ASIC or SoC. These other discrete circuits used in a SIP may include non-silicon based circuits.

[003] A co-pending application, PCT/US2015/045022, which was filed August 13, 2015, and is titled Improved Substrate for System In Package (SIP) Devices, is directed to a new, simplified SIP design.

[004] Another benefit of a SIP is that it allows building prototypes to test a system prior to further integration of some or all of the components into a single monolithic silicon circuit to produce a SoC. Conventional SIPs, also sometimes known as Multi-Chip Modules (MCMs) may use a common substrate or lead frame for assembly of multiple IC chips, but each new
conventional SIP system requires a unique custom substrate. Such custom substrates typically involve a unique design, extensive engineering, and extensive manufacturing setup costs, thus incurring high costs and longer cycle times. These can be significant barriers where low costs and rapid prototyping are essential. Moreover, these additional costs and longer cycle times also may prevent development of low volume systems that could otherwise take advantage of the value of using a SIP for integration of multiple chips into a system. Accordingly, there is an unmet need for programmable SIP substrates/PCBs for use in a system.

**SUMMARY**

[005] According to some embodiments, the use of multiple, different families of SIPS as subsystems is described to create a system using those families, as required to provide the desired functionality for a given system. In certain aspects, the present disclosures provide a configurable system, having a plurality of SIP subsystems, with each subsystem having predetermined functions, with means for connecting the plurality of SIP subsystems together to predetermine the desired overall characteristics and features of the configurable system based on the functions of each subsystem. These systems may be particularly adapted for use in harsh environmental conditions, which may include high pressure and high temperature applications for one or more of downhole oil and gas applications, automotive applications, aerospace applications, chemical and refining process plant applications, and power generation applications.

[006] According to some embodiments, a configurable system is provided, which includes a plurality of electrical components and a substrate comprising an interconnection matrix having one or more connection pads. One or more of the components may be a SIP subsystem having predetermined functions. The interconnection matrix is arranged to provide
re-configurable connections between two or more of the plurality electrical components, for instance, between two SIP subsystems. The configurable system may also include a plurality of wires, where at least one of the plurality of wires interconnects two or more connection pads of the interconnection matrix to determine the overall characteristics and features of the system.

[007] According to some embodiments, a system is provided having a first SIP subsystem and a second SIP subsystem, where at least one of the first and second subsystems includes a substrate that has an interconnection matrix that is arranged to provide configurable connections between two or more components of said subsystem. The first and second subsystems can be arranged in a stacked configuration. In certain aspects, the first and second subsystems may be connected by a ball-grid array, which provides both electrical connectivity between the two subsystems and mechanical support.

[008] According to some embodiments, a method is provided for configuring a system, which may include the step of placing preselected components on the substrate of one or more of a plurality of SIP subsystems, with each SIP subsystem preselected from a family of SIP subsystems with each member of the family using a common subsystem substrate having at least one interconnection matrix and having predetermined functions depending on which preselected components are placed thereon and the interconnections between the components. The method may further include placing the plurality of SIP subsystems on a system substrate having at least one interconnection matrix. The method further includes interconnecting the SIP subsystems independently of each subsystem, for instance, using an interconnection matrix to define the desired overall characteristics of the system. The method may further include applying a high temperature plastic packaging material, where the packaging material is configured for use in high pressure and high temperature applications, including one or more of downhole oil and gas.
applications, automotive applications, aerospace applications, chemical and refining process plant applications, and power generation applications. According to some embodiments, the method may include connecting the subsystems directly and without the use of an additional system substrate.

[009] According to some embodiments, a standard substrate may be used for a family of SIPs, and includes a surface layer having multiple component pad positions for placing components thereon, multiple components positioned on the surface layer, and an interconnection matrix disposed on the layer for providing programmable interconnections between the components. In certain aspects, a standard substrate for use in a family of SIPs, includes a conductive surface layer having multiple component pad positions for placing components thereon, at least one conductive layer spaced apart from the surface layer, fixed interconnections between preselected portions of each layer to preselected portions of said other layer, the component pad positions on the surface layer having preselected fixed interconnections, and an interconnection matrix disposed on the surface layer with fixed interconnections.

[0010] According to some embodiments, a landing pad assembly for use on a substrate is provided. The assembly includes two spaced apart individual conductive areas for making interconnections with a component, with each conductive area having a plurality of contiguous connected physical portions of varying size to accommodate components of different sizes.

[0011] According to some embodiments, a fault tolerant system is provided. The system includes a first SIP subsystem and a second SIP subsystem, where the first and second subsystems include multiple, duplicate, parallel circuits that operate concurrently and generate duplicative output signals. The fault tolerant system also includes a controller, such as a circuit
or microprocessor, that compares the output signals and selects for use the output signal of one of the subsystems and/or circuits. The controller may be further configured to switch to an alternative output signal associated with a different one of said subsystems and/or circuits when the originally selected signal is anomalous, or otherwise indicates an error, such that the fault tolerant system continues to operate in a fashion that is normal for the fault tolerant system. In this respect, embodiments may provide redundancy that enables a self-healing system that detects a failure using the substrates and subsystems of the present disclosure. In some embodiments, the controller may also be a SIP.

[0012] According to certain embodiments, a substrate is provided that includes a surface layer having multiple component positions each having lead finger pads associated therewith and located thereon and having multiple component positions each having a surface mount device (SMD) pads associated therewith and located thereon. The substrate also includes at least one conductive layer spaced in an insulating manner from said surface layer and having conductive portions fixedly interconnected with portions of the lead finger pad positions and the SMD pads, as well as an interconnection matrix having bond pads on the surface having fixed interconnections with the at least one conductive layer for individual fixed connections to at least a portion of the individual component lead finger pads and each of the SMD pads. The matrix is suitable for making programmable interconnections between selected component lead finger pads and SMD pads.

[0013] These and other features of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description of the invention, taken together with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a prior art system having various components.
[0015] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a prior art system having various components.
[0016] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a SIP system having various components.
[0017] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a packaged SIP.
[0018] FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are diagrams showing the physical layout of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0019] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0020] FIG. 7 is a diagram of a multi-sized pad for mounting components in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0021] FIG. 8 is a cross section of a substrate in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0022] FIG. 9 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0023] FIG. 10 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0024] FIG. 11 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0025] FIG. 12 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0026] FIG. 13 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0027] FIG. 14 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0028] FIG. 15 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0029] FIG. 16 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0030] FIG. 17 is a diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0031] FIG. 18 is a flow chart of a method in accordance with exemplary embodiments.
[0032] FIG. 19 is a circuit diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.

[0033] FIG. 20 is a circuit diagram of a system in accordance with exemplary embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0034] Referring now to FIG. 1, the figure shows a general purpose Printed Circuit Board ("PCB") 100 for a representative system with individual packaged components 102, 104, 106, 108, 114, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132 assembled on it. Although other components are depicted, not all are labelled. Some components may be major active components 102-108, 114, 124, 130, 132, while some may be passive components 116, 118, 120, 122, 134. Elements 110, 112 are sockets for daughter boards. Such a prior art system board is typically 86 by 54 mm. As is known in the semiconductor art, the various components are interconnected by metal layers embedded in the PCB to form a representative system.

[0035] Referring now to FIG. 2, the figure shows a block diagram 200 for a system that is similar to the system in FIG. 1, and is a board level system. The system may be understood as a microprocessor 202-based system with the necessary major supporting components around it to make the system functional. Those components include sections for memory 220 and power management 210. For example, the memory section 220 includes DDR memory 204, eMMC (flash) memory 206, and board flash memory 208. Similarly, the power management section 210 includes a power management integrated circuit (PMIC) 212 and a low voltage dropout (LDO) circuit 214. The system also has external connections for power 230, clocks 240, outputs 260 and 270, and input/outputs 250. Some portions of the individual external connections in the diagram are not labelled or discussed other than collectively as a group.
Referring now to FIG. 3, the block diagram 200 of FIG. 2 has been re-drawn as block diagram 300 with a portion 302 containing components designed to be included in a SIP, with the SIP containing those components contained within the outlined portion 302 of FIG. 3. The SIP portion 302, shown with a gray background, includes at least three major components from FIG. 2. Those components are the microprocessor 310, memory (DDR) 312 and power management 330. With these major components integrated into a SIP, the rest of the system 100 of FIG. 1 can be designed as a smaller sized and lower cost system. Again, the memory section 320 includes DDR memory 312, but the other memory components may be located on the system board rather than in the SIP portion 302. Thus, the eMMC flash memory 324, and board flash memory 326 are preferably on the system board. The power management section 330 includes both the PMIC 332 and LDO 334.

Referring now to FIG. 4, there may be seen a packaged SIP 400 containing those components within portion 302 of FIG. 3, and using a ball-grid array 402 for external connections. Since the die size of components is typically much smaller than the individual packaged components 102-108, 114, 124, 130, 132 mounted on the PCB 100 of FIG. 1, the resulting SIP size is much smaller. The advantages of the SIP include its savings of space, reduced power, improved performance and the ability to use devices made with different technologies. For example, aspects of the present disclosure may translate a portion of the PCB based system like that of FIG. 1 into a SIP-based system. This reduces the size of the system implementation to ¼ to 1/10 the size and accordingly reduces the cost of the system (it also may reduce the number layers in the PCB). However, each SIP substrate (e.g. the PCB) is typically custom tooled and patterned with unique routing lines because each system has its own unique net list for making the interconnections between the various components located on the PCB.
This uniqueness of each design results in higher design, tooling and qualification costs and longer lead times to fabricate samples.

[0038] Referring now to FIGs. 5A and 5B, the figures show a portion of a physical layout 500 on a substrate for a system in accordance with certain embodiments. The layout may be, for instance, an electrical circuit for multiple electrical components, including an active component for a system such as, for example, but not limited to, an operational amplifier. The active component may be, in certain embodiments, an SIP. The layout 500 may illustrate different layers of the arrangement in FIGs. 5A and 5B. The layout 500 includes an interconnection matrix 580 and die pad 518. In some instances, passive circuit elements like resistors 520 (R2), 522 (R3), and 528 (Rl), capacitors 524 (C1), 526 (C2), and inductors (not shown) may be directly connected to an active component, while in other cases the matrix 580 may be used to make these interconnections.

[0039] In the embodiment of FIG. 5A, the passive circuit elements are placed near the active component 560 (e.g., an operational amplifier) that are located on the surface (or signal) layer so that direct connections may be made, if desired, or needed for a particular system function. In certain aspects, active component 560 may be a SIP. The passive circuit elements are mounted on and connected to surface mount device pads (SMD pads, or landing pads such as those depicted in FIG. 7) also located on the surface layer. Alternatively, the passive circuit elements may not be located near the active devices and therefore the matrix 580 will become the location where most of the interconnections will occur using a predetermined bond wire pattern between representative pads 562, 564, 566, 568, 569, 572, 574, 576, in the matrix 580, all of which may be located on the surface layer. The active component's die 560 may also have direct connections 542 (pin 8), 544 (pin 3) between the die lead finger pads and the die wire bond pads.
Additionally, the active component 560 may also have direct connections 546 (pin 1), 548 (pin 2), to the pads of the interconnection matrix 580. Pad 514 is an example of a lead finger pad located around the die pad 518 for the active component 560 to make connections between the die 560 and the rest of the system, which may be via the interconnection matrix 580, or alternatively through other wire bond connections connected to this pad 514 and then to another component's pad(s) located on the surface layer.

According to certain embodiments, a substrate (e.g., formed as a PCB) may have multiple spaced apart conductive layers which may be etched or otherwise created to provide conductors in specific patterns of unique conductive routing lines or configurations within each conductive layer and vias for interconnections between layers and pads ("circuitization"). These patterns may be used to interconnect the different components on the substrate which may include, but are not limited to, semiconductor devices, passive electrical components, and other devices. According to certain embodiments, for a SIP, the circuitization in the substrate connects components to the pads of the interconnection matrix allowing for different interconnectivity schemes using bond wire patterns that depend on the components located on the substrate and the desired functionality and features of the system that the substrate is intended to provide, once all the components are completely connected. In certain aspects, the substrate/PCB may also be constructed in a flexible manner in the form of a multi-layered film or tape having fixed, predetermined ("hard-wired") conductive patterns of conductive routing lines and vias for making electrical interconnections in and between each layer. That is, these conductive patterns can make "hard-wired" interconnections between the components as also described herein. These patterns may interconnect with components using vias connected to a portion of the pattern and to a pad associated with a component. In addition, some portions of an
interconnection matrix, such as matrix 580, may be hard-wired using portions of these same conductive patterns. In this instance, the remaining needed connections may be completed using the interconnection matrix 580 with a predetermined pattern of bond wires between pads, such as those of 562, 564, 566, 568 to form a desired system.

[0041] With reference to FIG. 5B, power rails 592, 594, 596, 598, 599, (collectively 590) may, in certain aspects, be in a conductive layer (power plane) that is separate from any conductive layer such as that depicted in FIG. 5A and used to contain and route signals. These power rails 592, 594, 596, 598, 599, may be below the surface (signal) layer and connect to their pads 510 on the surface layer using vias, for instance, as depicted in and described with reference to FIG. 8. The matrix for distribution of power may also be distributed rather than being restricted to one area or type of arrangement or configuration, like the interconnection matrix for the signals. In some embodiments, the matrix 580 is preferably on the conductive signal layer (e.g., signal layer), and the power plane is routed in one or more conductive layers under the signal layer of the active components 560, so that the system using the active component 560 can easily be powered without interfering with the signal interconnections. It is also possible for any passive circuit elements (such as those needed to act as bypass capacitors) to be located near to the active component die location. In this example, the power rails have pads 510 (FIG. 5A) located on the signal layer by use of vias and the die pad 518 has a set of rectangular pads 570, 571, around it that are a power ring 570 that allow for easy power connections between the active component 560 and the needed power rail voltage. According to certain aspects, bond pads 562, 564, 566, 568, (FIG. 5A) in the interconnection matrix 580 may be circular, square, rectangular, linear or any shape depending on surface space on the signal layer available for their use and the need for any interconnections (circuitizations) to one or more of the conductive layers below the
surface layer. Pad 582 is one example of a vertical pad in matrix 580. One example of the circuitization is the fixed interconnection 536 (FIG. 5B) between a lead finger pad 584 for die pad 518 (FIG. 5A) to a pad 572 in the interconnection matrix 580 (FIG. 5A). Similarly, there may be a fixed interconnection 550 (FIG. 5B), which is part of the circuitization between matrix pad 573 and die 560, via lead finger pad 585 for pin 5 of die 560. These connections may be illustrative of how a component may be electrically connected to other components using the pads of the matrix 580, rather than using direct wire bond connections (like 538). These illustrative interconnections can be made through a conductive layer pattern between the vias associated with each pair of the two respective pads. Additional representative fixed or hardwired interconnections 530, 552, 554, 575 are depicted in FIG. 5B for illustrative purposes.

[0042] According to some embodiments, FIG. 5A shows a configurable interconnection matrix 580 and that depicts die pad 518 and lead finger pads 514 for die 560, and where bond wires or wire bonds are used to complete selected interconnections using the array of pads in matrix 580. The starting point for the substrate or PCB may use etched conductive layers and vias for fixed or hard-wired connections, which only partially completes the required system connections, which remaining connections are provided by interconnections like those of 536, 550, 556, 558, depicted in FIG. 5B.

[0043] Further referring to FIG. 5A, in some aspects an array of wire bond pads 580 may be fabricated on the surface of a substrate (or PCB) at a central location, or at any other desired location, with each bond pad in the array 580 separately interconnected to a one or more unique individual lead finger pad(s) 514, 584, 578, for die 560, or landing pads for passive circuit elements. There may also be bond wires 532, 534 for interconnections between the pads (like 574) in matrix 580. In addition, there may be bond pads included in the array 580 that are not
connected to anything that serve as jumper connectors (or dummy pads) for making longer wire connections. In this example, any desired or preselected interconnections may be completed by wire bonding using a predetermined wire bond pattern on the pads of array 580, including any needed dummy jumper pads. The array 580 of pads, in effect, transposes the pads from the chip/die locations to a central location, or any other convenient location, for ease in making wire bond connections that are preselected and changeable.

[0044] Multiple bond wire interconnections may be used for direct connections between a component, such as an operational amplifier, and other components (e.g., passives and/or power components) associated with that component. For instance, all of the signal bond pads for an active component and its passives may be brought out to, and interconnect with, the bond pads of the interconnection matrix. In certain embodiments, the bond pads for the interconnection matrix are preferably on the topmost signal layer of the substrate. In this manner, any desired interconnection scheme may be made using bond wires between the appropriate bond pads of the interconnection matrix. These bond wires may be installed as part of the final fabrication steps, and as such, the programming of the interconnection of the components for a desired system functionality may be deferred until the last fabrication steps. Thus, there may be direct connections between an active component and its associated passives, connections for any component to the pads of the interconnection matrix, and interconnections between one pad of the interconnection matrix and a second pad of the interconnection matrix.

[0045] Accordingly, one embodiment provides a substrate having a surface layer having multiple component positions each having bond pads associated therewith and located thereon and having multiple component positions each having a surface mount device position associated therewith and located thereon, at least one conductive layer spaced from said surface layer in an
insulated manner and having conductive portions fixedly interconnected with portions of said component wire bond pad positions and said surface mount device positions pads, and an interconnection matrix having bond pads on said surface layer having fixed interconnections with said at least one conductive layer for one or more individual fixed connections to each of said individual component wire bond pads and each of said surface mount device position pads and suitable for making programmable interconnections between selected component wire bond pads and surface mount device positions pads.

[0046] In certain embodiments, a power pad may use a bond wire to connect to a power ring. As such, a power pad may be used to interconnect the power ring portion with its desired voltage supply from the power plane using vias to interconnect the pad with the appropriate voltage.

[0047] According to certain embodiments, FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of a substrate 600 specifically for two active circuits 602, 604 (e.g., operational amplifiers) and the passive devices associated with each active component. In certain aspects, the active circuits 602,604 may be SIPs. In this schematic, each active circuit has ten passive devices which are associated with it. For example, die pad 602 has landing pads for representative resistors 620, 622, and landing pads for representative capacitors 650, 652. In accordance with certain embodiments, circuitizations represented by the various interconnection lines in FIG. 6 may be used to interconnect the pads of the components with the pads of the interconnection matrix 680, thus allowing for different interconnection schemes using the interconnection matrix by employing different bond wire patterns depending upon the system functionality desired. In this example, since all of the active and passive circuits are connected to the connection matrix, passive devices can be shared with other active devices. Additionally, each passive device,
although shown in this example as either a resistor or capacitor, may be populated with any device requiring two connections, such as for example, but not limited to, resistors, capacitors, inductors, sensors, LEDs, etc. In the same manner, any die that can fit onto the die pad 602, 604 of the physical layout 600 can be used as long as there are enough lead finger pads associated with the die pad to handle the needs of the die and the system in which the die is employed. In this example, since there are no connections shown within the connection matrix 680, this embodiment has not yet been programmed (i.e., populated with wire bonds for any desired direct connections) in order to perform a desired function. Finally, not all of the locations for either the active or passive devise need to be populated. Only the ones necessary for the components of a specific design for a specified system need be populated.

[0048] Although layout 600 is depicted for two active devices and their supporting passive devices, it may be replicated any number of times on a substrate to provide the number of active devices required by a system or circuit. For example, a system may employ six such active devices, such that the layout 600 is replicated two more times for a total of three instances of this layout 600 on the substrate, again with all of the components, actives and passives, only being connected to the pads of the matrix. This type of substrate design allows for maximum flexibility of component placements and maximum flexibility of how those components are interconnected. The lines connecting the individual components, actives and passives, represent the circuitization that would be in the conductive etched lines in the conductive layer(s) (circuitization layer or layers) disposed in an insulating manner below the surface layer on which the pads and components would be placed.

[0049] Referring now to FIG. 7, according to some embodiments, multi-sized landing pads (or SMD pads) 700 are shown. Pads 700 may be used, for example, for mounting passive
components, or any components that require two electrical connections to be operative, on a substrate for the same or equivalent components, but of differing physical sizes and ratings. The functions and environment in which the system using the substrate is expected to operate may determine the physical size of many components. In the example of FIG. 7, two vias 720, 724 are conveniently located near any component needing power or ground connections. The dashed lines 704, 706 and 708 depict three different physical sizes for a component available for use with a single landing pad (SMD pad) of the present disclosure. The component can connect into the substrate circuitry using the two pads 730 and 734 that are included as part of and make up the landing pad (or SMD pad) 700.

[0050] In certain aspects, the passives used for high temperature systems can be very large (typically 1.6mm X 3.2mm) and very expensive (e.g., $700 each). However, when the temperature is in the, for example, 150°C or less range, a standard smaller passive can replace the larger high temperature passive. The lower temperature passives may be much smaller (typically 1.0mm X 0.5mm) and much cheaper (e.g., $0.10 or less). A multi-sized (passive) landing pad (SMD pad) in accordance with disclosed embodiments allows the same substrate to accept multiple sizes of components. This allows for a cheaper implementation for lower temperature applications without having to re-layout the substrate for a system requiring use in both high temperature applications as well as non-high temperature applications. In the example of FIG. 7, the pads are set up to accept three different sizes of the same passive device. Two of the sizes for example might be 2.5mm X 1.25mm and 1.0mm X 0.5mm. A telescoped design allows for vias to be nested inside the overall geometry of the landing pad shape rather than on the outside of the pad geometry and spaced along the end, side or middle of the pad geometry. Allowing the nesting of vias provides more space to for use of conductive interconnections. The pads 730,
may also be square or round, rather than telescoped. Embodiments of the present disclosure allow for the use of a standard substrate for a family of subsystems that can accommodate components having different physical sizes and using the interconnections matrices or panels to program the desired functions for the subsystem using that substrate and its selected components.

[0051] Referring now to FIG. 8, a cross section of a portion of a substrate according to certain embodiments is shown. It may have, for example, six conductive layers. The six conductive layers 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806 are spaced apart by nonconductive materials 814, which may be a nonconductive resin. In FIG. 8, the conductive layers may be preferably copper, but any conductive material may be used, and the nonconductive materials are preferably resin, but any nonconductive material may be used. A structural base layer 840 and others may be added above and below a base layer, and may be thinner than the base layer. Similarly, multiple vias 820, 822, 830 are depicted and can be located in the signal layer or other layers in appropriate locations spaced on the plane of the layer needed to accomplish the required interconnections. In addition, solder layers 810 and 812 may be used.

[0052] Referring now to FIG. 9, two views of a SIP 900 using an interconnection matrix are shown, in an overview and a cross-sectional side view. In this embodiment, the substrate 930 preferably has no circuitization. It is, for example, a blank ceramic or metal substrate, though other embodiments may employ multiple conductive layers and circuitizations. The interconnection between active devices 914 and passive components 904 is accomplished by a set of interconnection "thumbnail" matrix panels 902, 942, 944, which may have predetermined conductive patterns and form a matrix interconnection system. These panels may be small pieces of a PCB with the matrix pads and interconnections similar to those in other embodiments. In certain aspects, the panels may be on a much smaller scale, and can be attached to the substrate.
alongside other devices and passive components may be attached on the surface of these panels according to the specific requirement of the specific system. Each of the pre-circuitized "thumbnail" matrix panels 902, 942, 944 contains conductors on their surface, and when required, optionally in substrate layers below. These conductors can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads, one example of which is pad 906. External leads 920 are also shown. A wire bond 908 interconnects two separate matrix pads, one in matrix 942 and one in matrix 944.

[0053] Further referring to FIG. 9, there may be seen a cross section of the SIP 900. Depicted are the top 950 of the package 900 containing the SIP and a cross section 922 of the leads 920. Also, 940 depicts the open area between the components and substrate and the top 950 of the package 900. Elements 912 and 916 are cross sections of an active device or component and 904 is a cross section of a passive device or component located on the surface of a matrix panel. Element 910 is a cross section of a panel 944, which may have passives on its surface. Element 930 may serve as both the package base and the substrate. According to certain aspects, the conductor pattern on the surface of each matrix panel (and in any conductive layers below the surface) 902, 942, 944 may be arranged such that their configuration can be changed to accommodate different devices. This customization ability is attained through wire bonding on the surface of a matrix panel between and within arrays of pads or terminals on the surface of each matrix panel which are amenable to different interconnecting schemes. Thus a single substrate can be used for multiple SIPs thereby reducing the time and expense of designing a new substrate.

[0054] According to some embodiments, the required system customization, which is defined by a system's unique preselected interconnecting scheme, is done during assembly by
creating appropriate preselected links with wire bonds on the surface of each matrix panel that is strategically placed on the surface of the substrate and may be intentionally left open or not connected for purpose of being able to make multiple, different and unique customized wire bond link patterns depending upon the system components actually used in a system and that system's application(s). These wire bond links can be changed as required by a system's design just prior to final packaging. The matrix panels of the present invention may also have multiple conductive layers for interconnection of different portions of circuits on their surface, in addition to the bond wires on the surface, to handle the power rails and other common interconnections. This allows for changeable interconnections on the surface layer and fixed interconnections embedded in the substrate. For some implementations, the wire bond links may act as additional layers of the substrate, thus reducing the number of conductive layers within a substrate. The wire bond links provide the flexibility to reconfigure or reprogram the substrate and the associated components for a new system implementation but using the same components arranged in a different circuit configuration.

[0055] Referring now to FIG. 10, two views of a SIP 1000 are illustrated using matrix interconnections in an overview and a cross-sectional side view. In this embodiment, the components are embedded in plastic. Similar to the embodiment of FIG. 9, pre-circuitized "thumbnail" matrix panels 1002, 1004 1006, which contain the necessary circuitization to interconnect all the components to form a system are utilized. Further customization is accomplished by use of bonding wires connecting terminals or pads within or on the matrix panels and between a panel and semiconductor devices and components, and between two or more panels. The external connection is provided through a set of external lead connectors 1032. The SIP 1000 uses the interconnections matrix embodiments of the present disclosure, and in this
embodiment, the substrate 1022 preferably has no circuitization. It is preferably a blank metal substrate, but other embodiments may employ multiple conductive layers and circuitization, or other materials that form a structural support for the SIP may be employed. The interconnection between active devices 1010, 1012 and passive components (not labelled) is accomplished by a set of matrix panels 1002, 1004, 1006, which may have predetermined conductive patterns and form a matrix interconnection system. These panels are effectively small pieces of a PCB with the matrix pads and interconnections similar to those in the earlier Figures, but on a much smaller scale, and can be attached to the substrate alongside other devices and passive components may be attached on the surface of these panels according to the specific requirement of the specific system. Each of the pre-circuitized "thumbnail" matrix panels 1002, 1004, 1006, may be provided as conductors on the surface, and when required, optionally in substrate layers below. These conductors can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads on each matrix panel, e.g. using the pads (not depicted) on the surface of each matrix panel. A representative wire bond 1008 interconnects two separate matrix pads, one in matrix 1002 and one in matrix 1006; also depicted is wire bond 1014 that interconnects two separate matrix pads, one in matrix 1006 and one in another matrix.

[0056] Further, a cross section of the SIP 1000 and a cross section 1030 of the leads 1032 are shown. Element 1040 depicts the plastic compound forming the SIP package depicted in FIG. 10. In this embodiment, the package 1000 contains the components and substrate and the plastic compound 1040. Element 1024 is a cross section of an active device or component and 1016 is a cross section of passive devices or components located on the surface of a matrix panel; 1020 is a cross section of a matrix panel 1002.
[0057] Referring now to FIG. 11, three views of a SIP 1100 using thumbnail matrix panels of the present disclosure are shown in an overview, a cross-sectional side view, and an exploded view in cross-section. More particularly, there is a metal substrate for structural support and a multi-layered substrate PCB film on top of the substrate. This embodiment uses interconnection matrix panels, as well as circuitization. For example, in SIP 1100, the substrate 1122 has circuitization 1120 that is interconnected with matrix panels. The substrate 1122 is preferably a blank metal substrate, but other materials that form a structural support for the SIP 1100 may be employed. The interconnection between active devices 1110, 1112 and passive components is accomplished by a set of matrix panels 1102, 1104, 1106, which have predetermined conductive patterns and form the matrix interconnection system, and/or through interconnections in the PCB circuitization layer 1120. In certain aspects, these panels are effectively small pieces of a PCB with the matrix pads and interconnections similar to those in the preceding embodiments, but on a much smaller scale, and can be attached to the substrate alongside other devices and passive components may be attached on the surface of these panels according to the specific requirement of the specific system. In some embodiments, each of the pre-circuitized "thumbnail" matrix panels 1102, 1104, 1106, may be provided as conductors on the surface, and when required, optionally in substrate layers below, in addition to the circuits available in the circuitization layer 1120. These interconnections can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads on each matrix panel, e.g. using the pads (not depicted) on the surface of each matrix panel. A wire bond 1108 interconnects two separate matrix pads, one in matrix 1102 and one in matrix 1106; also depicted is wire bond 1114, which interconnects two separate matrix pads, one in matrix 1106 and one in another matrix.
Further referring to FIG. 11, a cross section of the SIP is depicted, including a cross section of the SIP 1100 and a cross section 1132 of the leads 1130. Element 1140 depicts a plastic compound forming the SIP package; the package 1100 contains the components and substrate and the plastic compound 1140. Element 1124 is a cross section of an active device or component and 1116 is a cross section of passive devices or components located on the surface of a matrix panel. Element 1120 is a cross section of a multilayered PCB tape, which may be used according to certain embodiments. In particular, the exploded view of FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary manner in which external metal leads may be used for inputs and outputs, as well as the use of a multilayered PCB tape 1120, as well as the substrate 1122 and bond wire 1150 for interconnecting the leads 1912 with PCB input/output pads.

According to certain aspects of the embodiment shown in FIG. 11, the circuitization is provided by a thin multilayer or single layer of PCB laminate 1120, which could be, for example, a polyimide or other material with conductive layers in it, like that of FIG. 8, which is attached on top of a metal or ceramic substrate 1122, in addition to the matrix panels 1102-1 106. The external connection may be provided through a set of metal leads that are embedded in the molded body, also known as an encapsulation. Although the foregoing figures depict in symbolic form both passive and active components, it should be noted that any of those components, such as 1012, may be a small PCB with components mounted on it and/or a SIP. Similarly, any of the thumbnail matrices may have active and/or passive components mounted on it, and then appropriately interconnect with the other components associated with its PCB or substrate.

Referring now to FIG. 12, two views of a SIP 1200 using matrix interconnections and a ceramic substrate using external metal leads are shown in an overview and in a cross-
sectional side view. In the embodiment of FIG. 12, the substrate 1222 may be made of a plastic laminate material which contains two or more conductive layers which form a fixed circuitization, with interconnection matrices 1202, 1204, 1206, which allow for interconnections that can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads on each interconnection matrix, e.g. using pads on the surface of each interconnection matrix in a manner similar to that described earlier herein with regard to FIGs. 5A and 5B. High temperature tolerant substrate, encapsulant and other materials may be used to make the package rugged. External leads 1232 can be attached, e.g., soldered, to terminals on the substrate. In certain aspects, the leads are not embedded in the plastic. The interconnection between active devices 1210, 1212 and passive components is accomplished by a set of interconnection matrices 1202, 1204, 1206, which have predetermined conductive patterns and form the matrix interconnection system of the present disclosure, and through the standard interconnections available in the PCB circuitization layer 1220 that are available to be used by individual components and/or the interconnection matrices. In some embodiments, each of the interconnection matrices 1202, 1204, 1206, may be provided as conductors on the surface in addition to the standard circuit interconnections available in the standard circuitization layer 1220. These interconnections can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads on each interconnection matrix, e.g. using the pads on the surface of each interconnection matrix. A wire bond 1208 interconnects two separate interconnection matrix pads, one in interconnection matrix 1202 and one in interconnection matrix 1206; also depicted is wire bond 1214 that interconnects two separate interconnection matrix pads, one in interconnection matrix 1206 and one in another interconnection matrix.
Further referring to FIG. 12, a cross section of the SIP having a multilayered PCB circuitization layer 1220 is shown. In certain aspects, it provides standard conductive routings. A cross section of SIP 1200 and a cross section 1230 of the leads 1232 are shown. Element 1240 depicts the plastic compound forming the SIP package, containing the components and substrate and the plastic compound 1240. Element 1224 is a cross section of an active device or component, which may be, for example, a SIP. Element 1216 is a cross section of passive devices or components located on the surface of a matrix panel. Element 1220 is a cross section of a multilayered PCB tape like, for example, that depicted in FIG. 8. In addition several thermal vias 1234 are depicted and an optional heat spreading dissipation layer 1242 on the very bottom of the package 1200. A high temperature molding compound can be used to embed the high temperature PCB substrate and its components. In addition, a thermal via and heat sink materials are shown.

In the embodiments of FIG. 12, the substrate 1220 may be made of plastic laminate material which contains two or more conductive layers which form the PCB circuitization that has interconnection matrices of the present disclosure on the surface. High temperature tolerant substrate, encapsulant and other materials may be used to make the package rugged. A metal plate may be attached as a heatsink at the bottom using non-electrically conducting but thermally conducting interface material. Additionally, thermal vias can be strategically placed to dissipate heat from components that need cooling. In certain aspects, external leads are soldered to terminals on the substrate.

Referring now to FIG. 13, three views of a SIP 1300 using matrix interconnections and a PCB base are shown in an overview, a cross-sectional side view, and an enlarged partial bottom view. In the embodiment of FIG. 13, the substrate 1322 is made of
plastic laminate material which preferably contains two or more conductive layers that form a fixed circuitization, with interconnection matrices 1302, 1304, 1306, which allow for interconnections that can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads on each interconnection matrix, e.g. using pads on the surface of each interconnection matrix in a manner similar to that described earlier herein with regard to FIGs 5A and 5B. According to certain aspects, high temperature tolerant substrate, encapsulant and other materials can be used to make the package rugged. External connections can be made using balls 1330 located on the bottom of the substrate 1322. The interconnection between active devices 1310, 1312 and passive components can be accomplished by a set of interconnection matrices 1302, 1304, 1306, which have predetermined conductive patterns and form the matrix interconnection system of the present disclosure, and through the standard interconnections available in the PCB circuitization layer 1322 that are available to be used by individual components and/or the interconnection matrices. According to certain aspects, each of the interconnection matrices 1302, 1304, 1306, may be provided as conductors on the surface in addition to the standard circuit interconnections available in the standard circuitization layer 1322. These interconnections can be further customized through bonding wires that can be bonded on the pre-existing arrays of pads on each interconnection matrix, e.g. using pads on the surface of each interconnection matrix. A wire bond 1308 interconnects two separate interconnection matrix pads, one in interconnection matrix 1302 and one in interconnection matrix 1306; also depicted is wire bond 1314 that interconnects two separate interconnection matrix pads, one in interconnection matrix 1306 and one in another interconnection matrix. According to some embodiments, the substrate is made of plastic laminate material which contains two or more conductive layers which form the PCB circuitization, and a metal plate
may be attached as a heatsink at the bottom using non-electrically conducting but thermally conducting interface material. Additionally thermal vias are strategically placed to dissipate heat from components that need cooling.

[0064] Further referring to FIG. 13, a cross section of the SIP 1300 is shown, and 1340 depicts the plastic compound forming the SIP package. In certain aspects, it depicts the package 1300 containing the components and substrate and the plastic compound 1340. Element 1324 is a cross section of an active device or component and 1316 is a cross section of passive devices or components located on the surface of a matrix panel. Element 1320 is a cross section of a multilayered PCB tape. High temperature molding compound can used to embed the high temperature PCB substrate 1322 and its components.

[0065] Regarding the BGA balls for the SIP 1300 of FIG. 13, they are separately depicted, as a portion of the balls can be used as external electrical connectors 1332, and others may be used for mechanical or structural connectors 1334. The signals and power rails may be connected to any external circuit of the system by use of standard interconnect methods. In FIG. 13, these connections can be made with a ball grid array rather than leads. Alternatively, pins may be employed rather than balls.

[0066] Referring now to FIG. 14, two views of a SIP 1400 using an interconnections matrix are shown in an overview and a cross-sectional side view. The SIP of this embodiment is preferably an analog only sub-system, and depicts a representative active component 1402, e.g., an operational amplifier, interconnection matrix 1404, and passives 1406. Other components, interconnection matrices, and passives are depicted but not labelled in the figure. The flexible interconnection embodiments of the present disclosure allow for the reprogramming this SIP depending upon the sub-system and overall system needs and the components selected to be used
on a standard substrate of the present disclosure for a family of analog subsystems. A cross
section of the SIP 1400 is also provided in FIG. 14.

[0067] In this configuration, the SIP 1400 is built using PCB material, which material
may utilize high temperature laminate materials. The encapsulant may further be of high
temperature tolerant material. External connection from the SIP may be through solder balls or
leads attached at the bottom of the SIP package. Special consideration is preferably given to the
material and placement of solder balls or leads in view of harsh environment in a downhole
application. Solder material can be utilized as appropriate to the application and may be high Pb,
Sn-Pb, Sn-Cu, SnAg, SnAgCu, polymercore solder coated ball, or any of other alloys that
provide higher strength at elevated temperatures. Further, the placement of any solder ball array
is preferably such that a set of solder balls are dedicated as purely structural members whereas
another set of solder balls is used for electrical connection. The structural members are situated
in strategically selected locations of the package to provide maximum structural protection
without affecting electrical connectivity. The electrical balls are situated at strategic locations
which are in lower stress areas or are shielded by other structural solder balls.

[0068] Referring now to FIG. 15, two views of a SIP 1500 using matrix interconnections
are shown in an overview and a cross-sectional side view. The SIP of this embodiment is
preferably a memory and processor only sub-system, having an active component with bond
wires 1502, interconnection matrix 1504, and passives 1506. Other active components,
interconnection matrices, and passives are depicted but not labelled in FIG. 15. The flexible
interconnection embodiments of the present disclosure allow for the reprogramming of this SIP
depending upon the sub-system and overall system needs and the components selected to be used
on a standard substrate of the present disclosure for a family of memory and processor
subsystems. As shown in the cross section of FIG. 15, the layers in package 1500 are similar to those depicted in other figures herein, and each of the modules in FIGs. 14 and 15 are similar to the systems or subsystems discussed earlier herein and may utilize the teachings of those figures and related disclosures.

[0069] The subsystems provided by embodiments of the present disclosure allow for a family of subsystems that use one substrate/PCB for multiple subsystem choices depending on the functions needed, or temperature issues, or the size of the components when variable pad sizes may be utilized. For example, one such family of subsystems could be for operational amplifiers so there may be different amplifier sizes and different amplifier configurations depending upon the final wire bonding used as part of the final assembly, but all using the same basic standard amplifier substrate. Similarly, there may be a family of subsystems for analog to digital (A/D) and/or digital to analog (D/A) using different A/Ds and different A/D configurations, but using the same standard substrate for the A/D family. Similarly, there may be a family of subsystems for power systems and a family of subsystems for sensors that allow for different power systems and different power system configurations and different sensors and different sensor configurations using a standard substrate of the present disclosure for its respective subsystem family. Similarly, a power management subsystem may include power management (i.e., a PMIC), power generation (e.g., solar cell, thermal or mechanical means for converting non-electrical energy to electrical energy), and energy buffering (batteries or capacitors).

[0070] Referring now to FIG. 16, two views of a cross-section of one embodiment of a system SIP 1600 for stacking multiple subsystem or subgroup SIPS in a single package are shown. Although only two are depicted, this configuration may be further repeated and stacked
for a larger number of subsystems. In this embodiment, both SIP substrates 1610, 1620, are using a ball grid array 1630 for input/output connections. FIG. 16 depicts active devices 1616, 1624, passive devices 1612, 1626, and interconnection matrices 1614, 1622, with bond wires. FIG. 16 also depicts bond wires 1632, 1634, for interconnecting components to their respective substrate. In addition, a molded cap 1628 may be provided over a portion of the components on the lower substrate 1620 and mold compound 1618 over the upper substrate 1610. In certain aspects, there may be passives on both sides of the substrates. Also, the lower substrate 1620 may use a flip chip 1650 rather than the active component 1624 depicted in FIG. 16. Distributed interconnection matrix sections are shown as 1614, 1622. Preferably, the balls, when used, include both electrical and mechanical or structural balls. According to some embodiments, a method provides for combining various sub-systems or subgroups to form a downhole system. The arrangement of FIG. 16 is an embodiment that provides a three dimensional interconnect to form a compact system. This arrangement method may utilize both top and bottom surfaces of a substrate of a sub-system or subgroup in a package to make connections. Stacked arrangement may be particularly well suited for applications with limited space, such as down-hole environments.

[0071] Referring now to FIG. 17, there may be seen a cross-section of a SIP 1700 for mounting multiple SIPs in a single package, according to certain embodiments. FIG. 17 shows a stack of two substrates 1750, 1752, but any number of substrates may be so stacked in accordance with the methods and apparatus of the present disclosure. In this example, both SIP substrates 1750, 1752, are using a ball grid array 1780, 1790 for input/output connections. FIG. 17 further depicts active devices 1706, 1722, 1724, passive devices 1702, 1708, 1726, 1730, 1732, and interconnection matrices 1704, 1728, with bond wires. FIG. 17 also depicts bond
wires 1710 for interconnecting components to their respective substrate. In addition, there may be a mold compound 1740 over the components on the lower substrate 1752 and mold compound 1742 over the upper substrate 1750. In certain aspects, there may also be underfill material 1744 between the two substrates and a representative pin joint 1784 between two BGA balls for mechanically attaching the two substrates together. In a similar manner, there may be a thru package via 1782 for making electrical contact between the balls of the upper substrate 1750 and the balls of the lower substrate 1752. Preferably, when only the balls are used, they include both electrical and mechanical or structural balls.

[0072] One issue with stacked packages can be structurally keeping them together. The embodiment of FIG. 17 illustrates how this could be done with balls by including both electrically conductive balls and structural balls. Another solution is to use through-hole pins to both make the electrical connection or the structural connection as depicted in FIG. 17. The pins may be bent over on the top and bottom of the substrate stack before soldering so that the pins have more mechanical strength. A further embodiment has both sides of each of the substrates encapsulated in such a way that the encapsulation would strengthen the stack. This could be accomplished by having the two adjoining encapsulations in physical contact, and optionally further including a glue or cement to provide permanent attachment. For instance, a second encapsulation 1744 can be been added to the bottom of the top substrate 1750 in FIG. 17. This encapsulant would not necessarily cover the balls, and would not be an issue with respect to any through-hole pins used. Distributed interconnection matrix sections 1704, 1728, are depicted in FIG. 17. The pins are suitable for keeping the stack together when it may be subject to forces that may cause it to delaminate. The balls and the encapsulants may be suitably selected for when the package will be subjected to high pressures and/or high temperatures.
Referring now to FIG. 18, and according to some embodiments, a method 1800 is provided for configuring a system. In step 1810, preselected components are placed on a plurality of SIP subsystem, for instance, as shown with respect to FIGs. 5A, 5B, and 9-17. According to certain aspects, each SIP subsystem may be preselected from a family of SIP subsystems, with each family having predetermined functions depending on which preselected components are placed thereon and the interconnections between the components on each SIP. In step 1820, the SIP subsystems can be placed on a substrate with an interconnection matrix, for instance, as shown with respect to FIGs. 5A, 5B, and 9-17. In step 1830, the SIP subsystems are interconnected. This may be done independently of each subsystem that is selected from that subsystems family to predetermine the desired overall characteristics and features of the system. The SIP subsystems may be interconnected using the interconnection matrix, for instance, as illustrated with respect to FIGs. 5A, 5B, and 9-17. The method 1800 may further include applying 1840 a high temperature plastic packaging material, where the packaging material is configured for use in high pressure and high temperature environments. Example applications include one or more of downhole oil and gas applications, automotive applications, aerospace applications, chemical and refining process plant applications, and power generation applications.

According to certain embodiments, in the method 1800, the step 1820 may be omitted such that the SIP subsystems are directly connected. This may be, for instance, in a stacked configuration as shown with respect to FIG. 17. As such, embodiments provide for a method 1800 that includes placing (1810) preselected components on a plurality of SIP subsystems. In certain aspects, each SIP subsystem may be preselected from a family of SIP subsystems with each member of the family using a common substrate having at least one
interconnection matrix and having predetermined functions depending on which preselected components are placed on the substrate and the interconnections between said components of each subsystem. The method may further include interconnecting (1830) at least two of the plurality of SIP subsystems to define a desired overall characteristic of the system.

[0075] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide methods for configuring a system by placing components on a plurality of SIP subsystems, with each SIP subsystem preselected from a family of SIP subsystems with each family having predetermined functions depending on which components are placed thereon, placing the subsystems on a system substrate with an interconnection matrix, and interconnecting the SIP subsystems independently of each subsystem that is selected from that subsystems family to predetermine the desired overall characteristics and features of the system.

[0076] Embodiments of the present disclosure may be employed in multiple severe and/or harsh environmental conditions, such as in environmental conditions of high temperatures, or high pressures, or combinations of any or all of these severe conditions. Examples are down-hole applications for the oil and gas industry or automotive engine or transmission applications for the automotive industry. Using the down-hole example as an illustration, down-hole electronic systems can be made up of several sub-groups of systems such as an analog system, Analog-to-digital (A-D) conversion system, power-supply management system, customization system, microprocessor system, sensor system, etc. The primary function of these sub-systems may be to receive input from various sensors such as temperature, pressure, position, etc., and process them digitally and allow the system to make decisions regarding down-hole operating conditions while drilling. In some respects, each drilling electronics system has its unique processing, analog, A-D, and power management system.
Embodiments of the present disclosure can address such applications, for instance, by dividing a typical electronics system into groups of subsystems. For example, analog systems may be considered as A1, A2, A3 and A-D systems can be D1, D2, D3, and similarly, power supply modules can be P1, P2, P3. Using these nine exemplary subsystems, one can support 27 different and unique downhole systems by making the system from different combinations of the subsystems, which allows for a much faster and cheaper way of building the electronics of a downhole system. The use of these groups of subsystems also allow for redundancy in the overall system. For example, a sensor in a downhole application may supply its output signal to several different active components, such as operational amplifiers, that are working in parallel and each component then sends its respective signal (which should be the same signal) to several independent channels of a multichannel AID. The multichannel A/D then outputs these individual signals (which should be the same signal) for input into a microprocessor or controller for analysis and further processing. If one of the components fails, the microprocessor or controller may be configured to detect this failure by analysis of a received faulty or missing signal, and be programmed to ignore that faulty signal. This redundancy allows for a repair to be made while the system is still downhole, by ignoring the faulty signal. 

The present invention allows for such parallel signal paths, or redundancy, as a result of its small size, reduced costs, and its subsystem programmability provided by the wire bonding of the components using the interconnection matrices or matrix.

Referring now to FIG. 19, there may be seen a simplified circuit of one example of a portion of a subsystem that illustrates an operational amplifier (OpAmp) circuit 1900 that is configured to provide redundancy. The subsystem may be used to amplify the signal from a sensor 1901. Accordingly, the sensor output may be supplied as the input of the redundant
OpAmp circuit 1900 and the amplified signal provided as an output to an Analog to Digital Converter (AID) 1907; the output from the A/D may then in turn be provided to a controller 1911. Although more circuitry can be involved, for ease of illustration purposes, only particular features of the subsystem are depicted in FIG. 19. One aspect of the redundant OpAmp circuit 1900 is that it consists of two OpAmps 1905, 1909 and two analog switches 1906, 1910. Other aspects may employ more than two OpAmps for more redundancy. In this example, one analog switch 1910 is attached to the sensor output and determines which one of the two OpAmps receive the sensor's output as its inputs. The control line 1908 may then be used to control switch 1910 to determine which of the two OpAmps 1905 or 1909 is connected with the sensor 1901. The outputs of the two OpAmps 1905, 1909 are similarly connected to the other analog switch 1906. The analog switch is also connected to the A/D 1907 through the output of the redundant OpAmp circuit. Finally, the same control line 1908 may control which of the two OpAmps' output is connected to the A/D 1907. In operation, although both OpAmps are powered, only one of the two OpAmps may be functional at a time for amplifying the sensor signal. According to some embodiments, if at any time the output of the A/D 1907 is suspected to be erroneous or corrupted by the controller 1911, the controller can activate the control line 1908 to disconnect the suspected bad OpAmp and replace it with the other (second) OpAmp. In a similar fashion, the sensor 1901 and the A/D 1907 may be configured with redundant sensors and/or A/Ds, respectively, with separate control lines from the controller 1911 for the sensors and A/Ds. In this example, the positive voltage supply 1902 is connected to the positive voltage inputs to the two OpAmps 1905, 1909, and the negative voltage supply 1904 is connected to the negative voltage inputs to the two OpAmps. Additionally, ground (GND) 1903 may be available to the circuit to be used as needed.
Referring now to FIG. 20, there may be seen an alternative simplified circuit of one example of a portion of a subsystem that illustrates an operational amplifier (OpAmp) circuit 2000 that is configured to provide redundancy, in accordance with certain embodiments. In this example, circuit 2000 has a sensor 2001 attached to the positive inputs of both OpAmps 2007, 2002 and has the outputs of both OpAmps 2002, 2007 directly connected to the A/D 2008. Although more circuitry can be involved, for ease of illustration purposes, only particular features of the subsystem are depicted in FIG. 20. Both OpAmps receive negative voltage from the negative voltage supply 2004 and the ground (GND) 2005 may be available for use in the circuit as needed. According to certain embodiments, analog switch 2010 determines which of the two OpAmps 2002, 2007 is fully powered by connecting the OpAmp positive power input to the positive voltage supply 2003. If at any time the output of the A/D 2008 is suspected to be erroneous or corrupted by the controller 2009, the controller can activate the control line 2006 to disconnect the suspected bad OpAmp positive power supply and replace it by supplying positive power to the other (second) OpAmp. By doing so, the first OpAmp is powered down and the second OpAmp is powered up. In a similar fashion, the sensor 2001 and the A/D 2008 may be configured with redundant sensors and/or A/Ds, respectively, with separate control lines from the controller 2009 for the sensors and A/Ds.

Because failures of semiconductor components can be a function of the temperature that the semiconductor is exposed to, and/or the amount of current operating that component, the removal of power from parallel redundant circuits is a method of providing redundancy in accordance with certain embodiments.

In addition, certain embodiments may connect parallel, duplicate chains of a single sensor connected to a single OpAmp that is connected to a single A/D, which is then
switched with an analog switch to a controller. The analog switch determines which one of the parallel chains in powered up and supplies an input to the controller, with the controller controlling the switch using a control line it controls. Other aspects may employ such parallel chains but with switches at each major component's input and output under the control of a controller that determines which components (sensor, OpAmp, A/D, etc.) to employ. For certain environments, like automotive applications, for example, the controller may be a programmed CPU or other circuitry for making a decision for which components, circuits or SIPs are to be used. For other environments, like downhole of chemical process plants, the controller may be a human operator (backed up by a programmed CPU or other circuitry) for making a decision for which components, circuits or SIPs are to be used.

[0082] Plastic Integrated Circuit (IC) components and PCB assemblies may be susceptible to rapid degradation at high temperatures due to breakdown of commonly used polymers in plastics. For instance, many single chip IC components are built of commercial grade plastic and rated for an ambient temperature of between 85C and 150C, or occasionally, up to a 175C maximum. Although ceramic packages can be used in some instances, they are heavy and are subjected to much higher inertial force under shock and vibration with a risk of solder joint failure, and also may contain a cavity susceptible to collapse under high pressure. Accordingly, common failures of electronic systems in harsh environments, such as downhole applications, are due to solder joint failures, degradation of organic material in an encapsulant and PCB, wire bond interconnect failure, and capacitor short. The embodiments set forth above, including but not limited to the stacked SIP arrangements, fault tolerant systems, and use of encapsulated substrates can address these issues. SIP by its very nature improves reliability by eliminating one layer of interconnects, such that die may be directly connected to the system.
level without need for an intermediate package. SIP systems are also smaller and lighter, and thus, experience less inertial stress that is induced from shock and vibration inherent in a down-hole environment. Moreover, plastic-based SIPs can be light and compact, and thus, better able to withstand extreme hydrostatic pressure in deep wells. A filled package (no cavity) may be particularly resistant to hydrostatic pressure.

[0083] While the present invention has been described with respect to the embodiments set forth above, the present invention is not necessarily limited to these embodiments. Accordingly, other embodiments, variations, and improvements not described herein are not excluded from the scope of the present invention. Such variations include but are not limited to new substrate material, different kinds of devices, not discussed, but well known in the semiconductor art that may be attached to a substrate, or new packaging concepts that may be employed. Although the present invention and its advantages have been described in detail, it should be understood that various changes, substitutions and alterations can be made herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
CLAIMS:

1. A configurable system (500), comprising:
   
a plurality of electrical components, wherein at least one of said plurality of electrical components is an active component (560); and
   
a substrate comprising an interconnection matrix (580) having one or more connection pads;
   
wherein said interconnection matrix is arranged to provide configurable connections between two or more of said components.

2. The configurable system of claim 1, wherein said active component is a system-in-package, SIP, subsystem having one or more predetermined functions.

3. The configurable system of claim 1, further comprising:
   
a plurality of wires (534, 546, 548),
   
wherein at least one of said plurality of wires interconnects two or more connection pads of said interconnection matrix to determine the overall characteristics and features of the system.

4. The configurable system of claim 2, wherein said plurality of electrical components includes at least two SIP subsystems and said interconnection matrix is arranged to provide configurable connections between said at least two SIP subsystems.

5. The configurable system of claim 1, wherein at least two of said plurality of electrical components are SIP subsystems selected from a common subsystem family.
6. The configurable system of claim 5, wherein said subsystem family is one of:
   an operational amplifier subsystem family,
   a power management subsystem family,
   a communications subsystem family,
   a processor and memory subsystem family,
   an FPGA family, or
   a sensor subsystem family.

7. The configurable system of claim 5, wherein each SIP subsystem of said family comprises:
   a single substrate, having a subsystem interconnection matrix, common to that family,
   which is adapted for a plurality of components that may be interconnected in a preselected
   manner using said subsystem interconnection matrix to predetermine the functions of the SIP
   subsystem.

8. The configurable system of claim 1, wherein at least two of said plurality of
   electrical components are SIP subsystems arranged in a stacked configuration.

9. The configurable system of claims 1, further comprising:
   a high temperature plastic and/or laminate structure as packaging for use in high pressure
   and high temperature applications.
10. The configurable system of claim 9, wherein said high pressure and high
temperature applications include one or more of downhole oil and gas applications, automotive
applications, aerospace applications, chemical and refining process plant applications, and power
generation applications.

11. The configurable system of claim 4, wherein said interconnection matrix includes
one or more matrices for making interconnections between said SIP subsystems.

12. The configurable system of claim 1, wherein said substrate comprises:
   a first conductive layer on the surface of said substrate and wherein a portion of said first
   conductive layer defines one or more device mounting pads, and wherein a different portion of
   said first conductive layer defines one or more landing pads for said configurable system;
   at least an additional second conductive layer spaced apart from said first conductive
   layer in an insulating manner; and
   fixed interconnections between preselected portions of said first and second conductive
   layer to interconnect at least a portion of said device mounting pads and at least a portion of said
   landing pads to connection pads associated with said interconnection matrix.

13. The configurable system of claim 12, wherein at least one of said component
   landing pads is a multi-sized pad (700) configured for mounting components of at least two
different sizes.
14. The configurable system of claim 13, wherein said multi-sized pad comprises at least two spaced apart individual conductive areas for making interconnections with a component, with each conductive area having a plurality of contiguous connected physical portions of varying size to accommodate components of different sizes.

15. The configurable system of claim 13, wherein said multi-sized pad comprises at least two conductive areas, where at least one of said conductive areas has a telescoped shape.

16. The configurable system of claim 13, wherein said substrate further comprises at least one via located adjacent said multi-sized pad to provide electrical contact to at least one of the following: power, signal, and ground.

17. The configurable system of claim 16, wherein said via is located adjacent a step in said multi-sized pad having a telescoped shape.

18. The configurable system of any of claim 1, further comprising:

a heat sink attached to said system using an interface material, wherein said interface material is non-electrically conducting and thermally conducting.

19. The configurable system of claim 4, wherein a first of said SIP subsystems is redundant to a second of said SIP subsystems and said first and said second SIP subsystems are arranged such that the configurable system will remain fully function if one of said first or said second SIP subsystem fails.
20. A method (1800) for configuring a system, comprising:
placing (1820) a plurality of SIP subsystems on a system substrate having at least one interconnection matrix; and
interconnecting (1830) at least two of said SIP subsystems using the interconnection matrix to define the desired overall characteristics of the system.

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising:
applying (1840) a high temperature plastic packaging material, wherein said packaging material is configured for use in high pressure and high temperature applications, including one or more of downhole oil and gas applications, automotive applications, aerospace applications, chemical and refining process plant applications, and power generation applications.

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising
placing (1810) preselected components on a substrate of one or more of said plurality of SIP subsystems, with each SIP subsystem preselected from a family of SIP subsystems with each member of each family using a common subsystem substrate having at least one interconnection matrix and having predetermined functions depending on which components are placed on the subsystem substrate and the interconnections between said components on each subsystem substrate.

23. A configurable system, comprising:
a plurality of electrical components; and
substrate means for arranging and interconnecting said plurality of electrical components together to predetermine the desired overall characteristics and features of said configurable system based on the functions of and interconnections between each of said components.

24. The configurable system of claim 23, wherein at least one of said plurality of electrical components is a SIP subsystem having predetermined functions

25. The configurable system of claim 24, wherein said SIP subsystem further comprises:
   a first conductive layer on the surface of a substrate of said SIP subsystem, wherein said SIP subsystem includes a subsystem interconnection matrix and a portion of said first conductive layer defines one or more device mounting pads, and a different portion of said first conductive layer defines one or more landing pads for said SIP subsystem;
   at least an additional second conductive layer spaced apart from said first conductive layer in an insulating manner; and
   fixed interconnections between preselected portions of said first and second conductive layer to interconnect at least a portion of said device mounting pads and at least a portion of said landing pads to pads associated with said interconnection matrix.

26. A system, comprising:
   a first SIP subsystem; and
   a second SIP subsystem;
wherein at least one of said first and second SIP subsystems includes an interconnection matrix that is arranged to provide configurable connections between two or more components of said at least one SIP subsystem,

wherein said first and second SIP subsystem are connected.

27. The system of claim 26, wherein said first and second systems are arranged in a stacked configuration.

28. The system of claim 27, wherein said first and second subsystems are connected by a ball-grid array.

29. The system of claim 28, wherein said ball-grid array provides both electrical and mechanical ball connections.

30. A ball-grid package for a semiconductor device or system (1300), comprising:

   at least one semiconductor device or system having electrical connections;
   
a substrate having electrical connections; and
   
a ball-grid (1330), wherein
   
a plurality of preselected balls of said ball-grid are inter-connectable between the connections of said semiconductor device or system and the electrical connections of said substrate, and
   
one or more preselected balls of said ball-grid that are electrically isolated and provide for mechanical attachment.
31. A fault tolerant system, comprising:
   a first SIP subsystem;
   a second SIP subsystem, wherein said first and second subsystems include multiple,
   duplicate, parallel circuits that operate concurrently and generate duplicative output signals; and
   a controller that compares said output signals and initially selects for use the output signal
   of a first one of said subsystems, wherein said controller is further configured to switch to an
   alternative output signal associated with a second one of said subsystems when said initially
   selected signal is anomalous such that said fault tolerant system continues to operate in a fashion
   that is normal for said fault tolerant system.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein said controller is an SIP.

33. A fault tolerant system, comprising:
   a first SIP subsystem;
   a second SIP subsystem, wherein said first and second subsystems include multiple,
   duplicate, parallel circuits that operate concurrently and generate duplicative output signals; and
   a controller that compares said output signals and initially selects for use the output signal
   of a first one of said circuits, wherein said controller is further configured to switch to an
   alternative output signal associated with a second one of said circuits when said initially selected
   signal is anomalous such that said fault tolerant system continues to operate in a fashion that is
   normal for said fault tolerant system.
34. A substrate, comprising:

a conductive surface layer having multiple component positions each having wire bond pads associated therewith and located thereon and having multiple component positions each having a surface mount device position associated therewith and located thereon;

at least one conductive layer spaced from said surface layer in an insulated manner and having conductive portions fixedly interconnected with portions of said component wire bond pad positions and said surface mount device positions; and

an interconnection matrix having connective pads on said surface layer having fixed interconnections with said at least one conductive layer for individual fixed connections to one or more of said individual component wire bond pads and one or more of said surface mount device position and suitable for making programmable interconnections between selected component wire bond pads and surface mount device positions.

35. A landing pad assembly (700) for use on a substrate, comprising:

two spaced apart individual conductive areas for making interconnections with a component, with each conductive area having a plurality of contiguous connected physical portions of varying size to accommodate components of different sizes.

36. A method (1800) for configuring a system, comprising:

placing (1810) preselected components on a plurality of SIP subsystem substrates, with each SIP subsystem preselected from a family of SIP systems with each member of the family using a common substrate having at least one interconnection matrix and having
predetermined functions depending on which preselected components are placed on the substrate and the interconnections between said components of each subsystem; and

interconnecting (1830) at least two of said plurality of SIP subsystems to define a desired overall characteristic of the system.
1810
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